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1. MEMBERSHIP OF JAPAN AND GERMANY

The CHAIRMAN announced that Japan had deposited with the Secretary -:general of

the United Nations its instrument or ratification and was now a full Member of the

Organization, with the right to vote.

2. RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF THE BUDGET FOR 1952
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROCEDURE FOR CONSIDERATION OF THE
PROGRAMME AND BUDGET AS ADOPTED AT THE THIRD PLENARY MEETING:

Item 1 of the Agenda (Oontinuation) (Documents A4 /AFL /Prog 1 and 2)

The CI-LIRMAN, after referring delegates to the respective minutes of the

Committees on Programme and on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters regarding

previous discussions, and to paragraph -2-of -the resolution adopted at the morning

session of the joint meeting (document A4 /AFL -Prog /L), announced the continuation

of discussion on item 1 of the agenda.

Sir Arcot IVUDALIA:R (India), referring to the lengthy discussions on the same

question at previous Health Assemblies, in the to committees both separately and

jointly, felt that the members of the medical profession underrated themselves and

were not sufficiently courageous in putting their proposals before either their

national governments or the Health Assembly.

He also felt that an unfortunate decision had been taken at the First World

Health Assembly in limiting the budget to 05,000,000 and that, if larger con-

tributions had then been asked for, much of the discussion.in subsequent years

would have been avoided. Other specialized agencies which had adopted a budget of

$8,000,000 had been able to secure contributions. to meet that amount.
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Observing that examination of the programme outlined in the Director-

Generalts report showed that the bulk of the increases related to regional

activities, he quoted the figures in Official Records No.31 of estimated ex-

penditure for the years 1950, 1951 and 1952 in respect of the regions. He stress-

ed the fact that the total increase between 1950 and 1952 was approximately

'62,200,000 for all regional activities, because the Organization had arrived at

the stage where substantial work was being done in the regions to improve health

conditions and stimulate the activities of the Member countries.

Referring to the report of the seventh session of the Executive Board

(Official Records No.33) and reading paragraph 42 (p.13), Sir Arcot said he had

gained the impression, during the technical discussions, that in every country

there was a great demand for increased facilities for professional education in

all spheres of activity.

He then read paragraphs 48, 55, 58 and 61, relating to the regions of the
a

Americas, South -East Asia, Europe and the Eastern Mediterranean respectively, and

said that the estimated increase in expenditure in 1952 for education and

training was a logical outcome of the policy of the Organization and the

programme of expansion was a necessary corollary.. if the work was to be carried

on with any degree bf satisfaction to the regions concerned.

He added that the programme outlined by the Director -General had been

examined not on the basis of the money which might be available but on its own

merits.

Recalling that the Executive Board had given full approval to the programme

but had differed on the allocation of funds, the majority view being that a cut

in the budget was necessary, ha thought it could not therefore be said that the

Board as a whole had committed itself to the particular figure it had proposed.
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Regarding a suggestion that had been made that any interference with its

recommendations would be tantamount to a vote of no confidence in the Board,

Sir Arcot said there could be nothing farther from the correct appreciation than

to say that any modification of its recommendations would be a reflection on the

Executive Board.

On the question of the supply of adequate trained personnel to carry out the

health programmes, he felt there was no cause to fear that such personnel would

not be available.

Believing that the Organization had an important part to play in helping to

establish and maintain peace in the world during the critical period of the next

few years, he said that it would be right to mention to Member States the great

and beneficial results which would ensue from their national health activities.

If the health budget were part of the defence budget of a country it would

be regarded as a mere nothing, and by the same analysis nt one Mould question an

extra $700,000 - which was the approximate difference between the proposal of the

Director -General and that of the Executive Board - distributed among 65 nations.

In the case of peace and of humanity, and on behalf of all countries,

particularly. those whose need was greatest, Sir'Arcot appealed to all delegates
R

to vote for the budget proposed by the Director- General.

Professor ALIVISATOS (Greece) said that the criticism of the proposed budget

was at the same time a self-criticism. Whilst the budget had been'criticized,

satisfaction had been expressed at the proposed programme; but the committee had

no considered how the world as a whole would regard their actions.

The Organization's programme was an excellent one, but both it and the

proposed budget were to small for the worldts health needs. -- It would not be
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difficult to transform the Organization into an international quarantine or

statistical office, but that would be retrogression and not in conformity with

the Constitution of WHO.

If the committee voted for the figure proposed by the Director -General as the

minimum required, they would be able to feel that they had accomplished a task

worthy of the 'World Health Organization.

Mr. MASON (New Zealand) supported the remark made by the delegate of the

United States of America at the morning session, that the committee must approach

consideration of the budget of WHO, as that of any of the other United Nations

specialized agencies, with their heads as well as with their hearts. As each

delegate was pledging the expenditure of part of the national funds to which he

and his fellow-citizens contributed, it was his duty to see that the expenditure

was kept within reasonable limits.

The New Zealand delegation considered that the present time was a suitable

one for the stabilization of the budgets of the specialized agencies. The

enormous defence budgets to which one delegate had referred were already in

existence and the governments concerned must make a fair allocation between all

demands. There was little doubt that the United Nations resolution, by asking

for a report to be presented to the next General Assembly, had been intended to

refer to immediate stabilization of budgets.

Referring to document A4/39, he said that the Director -General's estimate at

the foot of the third column represented an increase of approximately 33- 1 /3%over

the effective working budget for 1951: he did not think that could in any way be

called stabilization, and it was unthinkable so to interpret the United Nations

resolution. It was equally difficult to see how the figure of 7,677,782,
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representing approximately a 22% increase over the 1951 figure, conformed with

that resolution.

The New Zealand delegation considered that the United Kingdom proposal of

"`.6,692,982, representing an increase of 7% on the 1951 figure, was in reasonable

accord with the intention of the United Nations resolution and would therefore

support it.

Dr. an den BERG (Netherlands), dealing with two.of the objections which had

been made to the Director -General's proposal, did not agree that implementation

of the programme would be prevented by lack of trained personnel. He knew there

were many experts available in his own country and felt that the same must be true

of other countries.

The influence of the proposed budget on contributions was a problem requiring

careful consideration. Already certain countries which had found themselves

unable to pay their current or earlier contributions had withdrawn from the

Organization. If there were too large an increase in the budget, still more

countries might find it impossible to pay their contributions when due; thus the

Organization might shortly be faced with serious financial difficulties. His

delegation therefore felt that a balance must be found between the needs and the

possibilities.

Referring to the three proposals before the committee (document A4 /AFL- Prog/1),

he said that acceptance of the Director -General's proposal would mean an increase

in contributions of approximately 30 %, which would be dangerous. Acceptance of

the United Kingdom proposal would mean a reduction of more than 20% in the pro-

posed budget, which would be rather difficult. The Netherlands delegation,

considering that the Executive Board had made a wise proposal, recommended its
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adoption.

Dr. VOLLE1\,+EIDER (Switzerland) confirmed the statements of some previous

speakers regarding the difficulty of recruiting adequate trained personnel and

explained that his country could not offer much help in that respect.

It would be easier to extend a limited programme than to reduce a more

expansive one if financial difficulties developed before it could be completely

implemented, and he supported the United Kingdom proposal.

Mr. BRADY (Ireland) said that his delegation would support the proposal of

the Executive Board for a gross assessment budget of 48,600,000, an effective

working budget of 0,677,782 and a net assessment budget of $7,200,000. He

stated those three figures because he thought that, as so many different amounts

had been mentioned during the discussions, delegates should be quite clear as to

which proposal they wished to support.

On the basis of the Executive Board's proposal, the actual increased

expenditure for 1952 over that for 1951 would be approximately $1,500,000, which

could be regarded as a reasonable compromise between an excessive proposal and

one which tended to stabilize the work of the Organization at too low a level.

It was realized that the Executive Board's proposal, though inadequate to

meet world health needs, represented a reasonable step in a process which, apart

from financial reasons, must take some time to complete.

Calling attention to Article 50 (f) of the Constitution of WHO, Mr. Brady

said that his government had from the beginning felt that that provision would

enable the regions to combine to help themselves, and he cited the Americas as an

example to regions which had not yet provided regional budgets.
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Dr. SIGURJON SSON (Iceland), after explaining that his country was one which

found it difficult to finance its own national health budget and would hesitate

to accept increased burdens involving the expenditure of hard currency, said that

the Executive Board's proposal represented the highest expenditure level for which

his delegation would be prepared to vote at the present time.

Mr. SHAW (Australia) said that his delegation would support the United

Kingdom proposal which, in their opinion, was based on a realistic appraisal of

all the relevant factors and represented an attempt to account not merely for

needs but also for the resources available to meet those needs, and to reconcile

a reasonable, increase in expenditure with the principlé of budget stabilization

recommended by the United Nations to all the specialized agencies.

In urging, both in plenary session and in the Committee on Administration,

Finance and Legal Matters, that it was their duty to give full weight to the

United Nations appeal, the Australian delegation had pointed out that stabilizat-

ion meant the maintenance of a level of expenditure not. necessarily at a fixed

and rigid amount but in a manner permitting flexibility to meet eventualities.

It did not mean, however, sufficient flexibility to meet an increase of 33 -1/3%,

as suggested by the Director -General's proposal. The margin of expansion pro-

vided for in the United Kingdom proposal did not go beyond the demands of the

stabilization principle, but, at the same time, met the reasonable objections of

those who had argued against the immediate application of that principle.

The committee's task was essentially a practical one; to decide not merely

what ought to be done but what could be done in the light of existing conditions

and resources. They had pledged themselves to do all they,could, at the national and

international level, to alleviate suffering and promote decent standards of
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living for all. On the other hand, it was obviously an inadequate approach

merely to add up all human needs and try to frame a budget to meet those needs:

account must be taken of available resources and the funds which governments felt

themselves able to devote to the whole range of international welfare and, in

this case international co- operation in the field of health. Governments must be

legitimately concerned with the increasing demands of the specialized agencies.

Considerable financial burdens were being placed on certain Member States on

account of their work in the United Nations itself, its specialized'agencies and

all its commissions, in international relief and in the joint United Nations

effort in Korea. They were also involved in contributions to technical assist-

ance, not only on the United Nations level but on regional levels, such as in the

Colombo Plan.

The sum total of effort, said Mr. Shaw, was huge and something of which tye

could be proud. It must also be remembered that the funds available under the

programme of technical assistance were permitting WHO to expand its operational

work.

As representatives of governments, delegates must take a broad view and try

to see the budget of WHO in proper perspective. In the opinion of the Australian

delegation, the United Kingdom proposal represented what was practically possible

and for that reason they would support it.

Mr. INGRAM (United States of America), expanding the remarks he had made

previously regarding the effect which the committee's action might have on the

amount of money available from all sources for total international public health

work, said he was concerned about the consequences in terms of the willingness of

parliaments to appropriate the funds voted at the Health Assembly if the latter
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were too demanding. He explained how the United States Congress had been

persuaded to raise the limitation it had imposed with regard to its contribution

to WHO, on the understanding that the increase would be absorbed gradually. The

budget proposed by the Director- Geheral, however, would require from the United

States an amount larger than that provided for under present legislation, and

even that proposed by the Executive Board would use up a large proportion of the

margin allowed for, leaving little provision for increase during the next few

years.

His principal concern, however, was in regard to the total amount available

for international public- health work from the NHO regular budget, UNICEF and

technical assistance funds. At the time of his departure from the United States,

the Executive was proposing to Congress the appropriation of ;,12,500,000

for the International Children's Emergency Fund this year, and plans were under

way to secure Congressional authority and funds for contribution to UNICEF next

year and for additional amounts for the expanded programme of technical

assistance in 1952. He reminded delegates that the large contributions which the

United States Government - at the request of governments represented at the Health

Assembly - had made to UNICEF and the technical assistance funds, in recognition

of the special and emergency character of the work, had made it easier for other

countries to make larger contributions, inasmuch as hard currencies were not

required in the same proportion.

Mr. Ingram stressed that there was a real danger, if the budget of WHO were

increased too ambitiously, of governments deciding to make their tOtal contribut-

ions. to the Organization, reducing correspondingly their contributions to

technical assistance and UNICEF funds and thus making the amount available for

total international health work appreciably less.
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Asking the committee to look at the question from the viewpoint of what

was best for 1 H0, he said that tpe quality of the programme was determined not

by the amount of money available but by the personnel employed, It was axiomatic

that a too rapid expansion was detrimental to- medical work.; Only a limited

number of highly qualified medical personnel became available annually and it

was such persons that VHO should employ. He asked delegates to give that

question deep thought before voting.

Dr. BOIDE (France) supporting the proposal of the United Kingdom, said that

in the Executive Board two points of view had been expressed, one optimistic and

the other more conservative. The latter viewpoint took account of the

increasingly heavy commitments, both national and international, of the

majority of countries.

Unlike the delegate of the Netherlands, he agreed with other speakers that

there would be considerable difficulty in recruiting sufficient qualified staff,

and that an increased budget would be ineffective if the staff were not avail-

able to implement the programme.

The Executive Board's proposal mould involve an increase of approximately

23.2 per cent over the 1951 expenditure, but if the Director -General's proposed

budget were accepted an almost intolerable burden would be placed on most

countries and the present delay in payment of contributions might be intensified.

Several speakers had referred to the assistance to be given to under-

developed countries, but that help was mainly of a technical nature.

He did not agree that a too modest budget would hamper the activities of

the Organization: in his opinion, the development of its work should not be too

rapid.
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Dr. FABINI.(Uruguay) said that in`thé Latin -American countries it was

necessary to appropriate funds for two :organizátions cóncerned with international

health - WHO and the Pan American Sanitary Bureau; and hence the financial

burden was even greater in these countries.

He pointed out, as had the delegate from Ireland, that regional funds for

regional work could be obtained if the nations in the regions were dissatisfied

with the amount being expended on international health work.

He supported the proposal made by the Executive Board.

Dr. TABA (Iran) said he had been impressed by the fact that delegates of

countries which were more urgently in need of help had,spoken in favour of the

Director -General's proposal, which showed that such countries, like his own,

appreciated the work which had already been done by WHO. Still more help was

needed by those countries, however.

He agreed that improvement of the healt$ standards óf the people would help

in maintaining peace in the world. '

His delegation believed that stabilization of'the budget at the present

time would mean retrogression and that there should instead be expansion,

particularly in practical and advisory work. They would therefore support the

budget proposed by the Director -General.

Dr. SOERONO (Indonesia) considered that, if it were indeed a fact that

qualified experts in public -health were net to be found, the impression would

be given that the programme of WHO was too ambitious and that there was an

inability to make proper use of technical assistance funds. Means should be

taken to counteract any such appearance.
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Indonesia was willing to bear its share in financial costs. Under -developed

countries would greatly suffer from any reduction in the 1952 budget. Much had

already been done by regional offices in the matter of field programmes, which

would have to be cancelled were any such reduction to be voted. Other

specialized agencies could show effective technical assistance programmes and

the World Health Organization should equally be in a position to show that

valuable use had been made of the money at its disposal. Whatever the financial

sacrifice to the countries concerned, the delegation of Indonesia strongly urged

maintaining the original budget estimate.

Dr. SHAKHASHIRI (Lebanon) found great encouragement in the breadth of vision

shown by developed countries in helping to achieve the desired potential in the

field of public health. That potential could be achieved only by international

co- operation. In discussing the effective budget, all decisions would

necessarily be influenced by the amount of individual countries? assessments,

which, in some cases, might be considered too heavy a burden. Regarded in

perspective, it would be apparent that the burden on under- developed countries

was at least as great as that on a developed country. The meeting had before

it co- ordinated projects and estimates, balanced and in conformity with the

recommendations of the World Health Assembly, while individual programmes had

been drawn up in collaboration with the governments concerned. The programme.

outlined in Official Records Not31 was basically sound and embodied not only

mature and considered statements of opinion conforming with those sent to the

Director -General by regional organizations, but a sobre realization of the work

to be done and the most effective means of doing it. The four -fifths of the

world in which medical needs were greatest were those least able.to make
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financial contributions, whereas the one -fifth where health needs were least must

bear the major burden if the health of the world was to improve. Not only

goodwill but also active support was needed. The delegation of Lebanon supported

the Director -General's proposal of. $8,379,633 as an effective working budget.

Dr. EVANG (Norway) said he would like to answer two points raised by previous

speakers. The lack of qualified personnel for public -health work had been

mentioned as a bottleneck, but even if many countries experienced difficulty in

finding trained experts, that fact was no-argument for cutting down the WHO

budget or programme. On the contrary, it was an argument for reasonable expansion.

To regard it in any other way might be likened to deciding, as the result of an

international nutrition survey which showed that there was not enough food to meet

world needs, that there should be ho attempt to increase production. He would

ask whether the possibility of establishing national training centres for

specialists had been sufficiently explored. The proposed increase in the budget

could easily be absorbed by a single country which set out to establish one.

The financial burden of national defence had'also been advanced as a reason

for a reduced budget. The joint committee was not the appropriate body to

decide whether an increase in armaments was the way to world peace, but armaments

alone were certainly not. Far more effective would be an adjustment in the

health and standard of living of the world as a whole. As Sir Arcot Mudaliar

had ably stated, delegates must decide whether they believed in the Organization

as part of the United Nations' work for peace.

Dr. DE PINHO (Portugal) stated that, in the opinion of the delegation of

Portugal, the United Kingdom's budget proposals were those most in accordance with

financial possibilities. It would therefore support those proposals.
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Dr. KARABUDA (Turkey) said that the delegation of Turkey would support the

proposals of the Director -General.

Dr. TOGBA (Liberia) thought it regrettable that countries making such

considerable contributions to the budget as the United States, the United Kingdom

and the Commonwealth should not agree with the Director -General's budget proposals,

It was also a matter for regret that such countries as Liberia were not in a

position to contribute more, but their contribution was as great a strain on

national resources as were those of the developed countries. A programme which

was static could not easily be successful and it was desirable that the World

Health Organization should have the greatest possible financial support. Unlike

the representative of the United States, he would appeal to the heart, not the

head, of those present. Compromises such as those proposed by the delegation of

Sweden or the Executive Board were only a last resort. The Liberian delegation

would support the Director -General's proposals, if they were not approved, those

of Sweden or the Executive Board, in that order.

Dr. CLUVER (Union of South Africa) recalled that, at previous Assemblies,

the South African delegation had always stressed the considered view that the

World Health Organization should develop gradually in order to ensure organizational

soundness and operational efficiency. Only thus could it command the respect

and support of Member Governments and promote the essential health and medical

services of which the world stood in need.

It was from that point of view :that the budget and programme for 1952 had

been examined. That examination had satisfied the South African delegation

that, in general, the comments of the Executive Board were sound and that its

proposals in regard to the budget should be supported.
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In that connexion reference should be made to regionalization, and the

joint committee should be informed of the position in regard to the establishment

of a regional organization for the African Area.

It would be recalled that in a communication dated 18 February 1949 (reproduced

as document 7B3/42 Add.1), the Minister of External Affairs of the Union of

South Africa had notified the Director -General of the World Health Organization

of the Union Governmentls consent to the early establishment mfan African Region.

It had not, however, been possible to implement regionalization in the

African Area delimited by the First World Health Assembly (Official Records

í1o.13, pages 80 and 330) until an interpretation had been given to the words

"Member States...,in the Region" in Article 47 of the Constitution.

That constitutional difficulty had since been overcome by an Assembly

decision. In its Resolution WE 2.103 (Official. Records No.21, page 55) the

Second World Health Assembly had given 'an interpretation of the " Memer States

in the Regioh" .

In accordance with that resolutio'., the Regional Committee for Africa would

be composed of representatives of the Member States and Associate Members in the

African Region, namely:

(i) Liberia and the Union of South Africa as States Members within the Region,.

(ii) Belgium, France, Portugal and the United Kingdom as participating Member

States within the Region.

(iii) Southern Rhodesia as an Associate Member within the Region.

Consultations had recently taken place with those States with a view to the

establishment of a regional health organization for the African Area and it

been agreed that a regional committee, empowered to meet as often as necessary,

determine the place of meeting and adopt its own rules of procedure, should
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exercise the functions of formulating policies governing matters of an exclusively

regional character; supervising activities of the regional office; suggesting

to the regional office the calling of technical conferences, and such additional

work or investigation in health matters as,in the opinion of the Regional

Committee, would promote the objective of the Organization within the region;

co- operating with the respective regional committees of other specialized agencies,

where established, and with other regional international organizations having

interests in common with the World Health Organization, provided that the manner

and extent of such to-operation should have received the prior approval of the

governments represented on the regional committee; tendering, through the

Director -General, advice to the Organization on international health matters

having wider than regional significance; recommending additional appropriations

by the governments of the region if the proportion of the central budget of the

Organization allotted to the region were insufficient for the carrying out of

regional functions; exercising such other functions as might be delegated to

the Regional Committee by the World ,Health Assembly, the-Executive Board or the

Director -General and approved by the governments represented on the Regional

Committee.

Subject to the general, authority of the Director -General of the World Health '

Organization the Regional Office would be the administrative organ of the

Regional Committee and would carry out, within the region, the decisions of the

World Health Assembly and of the Executive Board, of the Organization which had the

approval of the governments represented on the,Regional Committee. The head of the

Regional Office would be the Regional Director appointed by the Executive Board

of the World Health Organization in agreement with the Regional Committee, and

its staff would be appointed ii a manner to be determined by agreement between
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the Director -General and the Regional Director. It would be for the Regional

Committee to decide where the headquarters of the Regional Office should be

situated.

The Government of the Union of South Africa had now addressed to the

Director -General a further communication informing him of the consultations

which had taken place between the governments of the Member States within the

African 1irea and of the desire of the Union Government that a Regional Organi-

sation for Africa should be established at an early date in accordance with the

terms of the arrangement which the governments concerned had accepted among

themselves.

It was the understanding of the South African delegation that the steps

taken by the Union Government were in accordance with the accepted procedure

for the establishment of a regional organization and that, following that

procedure, it would be for the Director -General, on receipt of formal communi-

cations from the two Member States in the African Area, signifying their consent,

to submit the matter to the Executive Board. The Board might then authorize

the convening of the first Regional Committee and the establishment of a °¡ oval

organization as laid down by the First World Health Assembly.

The establishment of an African Regional Organization would clearly have

budgetary implications and it wasfor this reason that the meeting had been

notified of the position.

Dr. TOGBA (Liberia) was pursuaded that all who had followed the activities of

the World Health assembly would remember that Liberia had always been a great

advocate of a region for Africa South of the Sahara. He was glad that ho had

f

the authorization of his Government to communicate to the Director- General his
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country's readiness to share in the establishment of a regional headquarters

and he wished to thank the delegation of the Union of South Africa for its

co- operation.

Dr. MILAN (Italy) stated that the Italian delegation supported the budgetary

proposals of the Executive Board.

Dry DAENGSVING (Thailand) said that the delegation of Thailand supported

the Director -General's financial estimate as a minimum. If the Director -

Generalts estimate were taken as a basis for the effective working budget the

difference from the Executive Boardts would be about $700,000, In the case

of the United Kingdom estimate the difference would be $1,600,000. The work

of the World Health Organization should be available to all and, on a population

of 2,400,000,000 the cost per capita would, in orle case, be 1/30 cents and,

in the other 1/15. That seemed a very small service to give to the world

population in 1952 - the Thailand delegation would therefore support the

Director- Generalfs estimate.

Dr. PHAM --LE -TIEP (Viet Nam) supported the proposals of the Director -General.

There had been a difference of opinion on the difficulty of recruiting certain

experts, but if certain countries had none available, could they not be

appointed from countries where there was no shortage? The Viet Nam delegation

wholly agreed with the representative of Norway that shortage of staff was a

reason for increasing, not cutting, the budget. The financial burden of

national defence had been mentioned but, with the representative of India, he

believed that health measures were an important safeguard of peace. The

view that the World Health Organization must develop slowly was extremely
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questionable. The Director -Generalts budget proposals could not be regarded

as unduly swollen.

There was a third point to which the delegation of Ceylon had already

drawn attention - that of withdrawal. It was to be hoped that the Member

States which had withdrawn would return to membership and so ensure the maximum

efficiency of the Organization.

Dr;. WAHBI (Iraq) said that his delegation had already stated its point of

view in the Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters, The time

for stabilizing the budget had not yet come - to do so would be to freeze the

activities of the Organization and to bring about the retrogression to which the

Director -General had referred in the plenary meeting. The delegation of Iraq

would support the Director -Generalts proposal.

The CHAIRMAN proposed, as there were no more speakers, that the meeting

should vote on the proposals before it. These were t

The Director -General's original estimate of $8,703,251

The Swedish delegation's proposal of $8,000,000

The Executive Board's proposal of $7,677,782

The United Kingdom's proposal of tk6,692,982

Under Article 51 of the Rules of Procedure, the meeting would vote first

on the amendment furthest removed in substance from the original proposal and

then on the amendment next furthest removed, until all the amendments had been

put to the vote. Hence a vote would first be taken on the United Kingdom's

proposal.

Mr. INGRAM (United States of America) asked, on a point of order, whether
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it might not be possible to state the gross amount at issue. While the meeting

was considering the effective budget, the voting would be on the gross assess-

ments to be contributed by individual:governments.

The CHAIRMAN recalled that, at the morning meeting, it had been decided

that the 1952 budget should be considered on the basis of the effective budget,

and it was on that that the meeting must vote.

At the request of the South African-delegation the comparative figures for

all proposals on the gross and effeétive'budget were read.

The United Kingdom proposal was then put to the vote.

Decision: By 35 votes to 17, with 4 abstentions, the United Kingdom proposal

vote.

was rejected,

The Executive Boardts proposal was put to the vote.

Decision:. By 32 votes__to 23, with no abstentions, the-Executive Boards
proposal was rejected.

A vote was then taken on the Swedish proposal.

Decisions By 38 votes to 14, with 2 abstentions, the Swedish proposal was
rejected.

Finally, the budget figure. proposed by the Director- General was putto the

Decision: By 29 votes to 27, with no alstentions, the Director -General's

proposal was approved.
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The CHAIRMAN said that the draft resolution submitted by the delegation of

Yugoslavia had not yet been considered. Its first paragraph accepted the

budget estimates submitted by the Director -General. Those the meeting had now

approved. With the consent of the'Yugoslav delegation he would suggest referring

paragraphs 2, 3 and 4 to the joint working party.

Dr. GREGORIV (Yugoslavia) agreed..

The meeting recessed at 5.5 P.m. for private consultation
and reassembled at 5.15 p.m.

ESTABLISHMENT OF JOINT WORKING PARTY TO MIKE A DETAILED EXAMINATION OF THE
PROGRAMME AND BUDGET. Item 2 of the Agenda

The CHAIRMAN stated that, in agreement with the Chairman of the Committee on

Programme, it had been agreed to establish a joint working party of twelve members

to make a detailed examination of the programme and budget. He would propose

postponing the setting up of the working party until the Committee on Programme

met the following day.

Dr. TABA (Iran) suggested that postponement would delay the work of the

joint committee unnecessarily.

Sir Arcot MUDALIAR (India) proposed that the election should be made at once,

but that the working party should not meet until after the following day's session

of the Committee on Programme.

The CHAIRMAN proposed, as the twelve. members of the working party, the

representatives of Australia, Brazil, Chile, Egypt, France, India, Iran, Ireland,

the Philippines, the Union of South Africa, the United Kingdom and the United
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States of America, The working p artyts terms of reference would be an examination

of the implications of the budget and a report to the Committee on Programme

and the Committee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters, which would hold

a joint session for the purpose.

Decisions The proposal was adopted.

The meeting rose at 5.22 p.m.


